1. The Oldest civilization of the world is .................
   A. The Aztecs Civilization          B. The Harappa Civilizaton
   C. The Mesopotamian Civilization    D. The Ancient Egyptian civilization

   Answer: C

2. Rome was founded in ...........
   A. 500 BC                      B. 1000 BC
   C. 1300 BC                    D. 1500 BC

   Answer: B

3. The First World war began in which year ?
   A. 1910                     B. 1914
   C. 1917                     D. 1920

   Answer: B

4. The Opium war id held between which two countries ?
   A. China and Russia          B. China and England
   C. England and France        D. Russia and England

   Answer: B

5. The ‘Chinese Revolution’ take place in
   A. 1901                      B. 1911
   C. 1921                      D. 1931

   Answer: B

6. The oldest dynasty still ruling in which country ?
   A. Iran                      B. Japan
   C. Austria                   D. England
7. 1917 is related to
A. China Revolution  
C. France Revolution
B. Britain Revolution  
D. Russian Revolution

Answer: D

8. ................. was the first woman name appeared in history
A. Jansi Rani  
C. Queen Elizabeth I
B. Golda Meir  
D. Queen Hatshepsut

Answer: D

9. The French revolution take place in ....................
A. 1779  
C. 1799
B. 1789  
D. 1800

Answer: C

10. The Crimean war fought between ...............
A. China and Turkey  
C. Russia and China
B. China and Russia  
D. Russia and Turkey

Answer: D

11. India celebrated Independence Day on .................
A. 14th August  
C. 16th August
B. 15th August  
D. 17th August

Answer: B
12. Sri Lanka officially gained its independence in which year?
A. 1947  
B. 1948  
C. 1949  
D. 1950
Answer: B

13. Pakistan celebrated its Independence day on .....................
A. 14th August  
B. 16th August  
C. 25th January  
D. 31th January
Answer: A

14. The independence of Bangladesh was declared in
A. 1960  
B. 1956  
C. 1971  
D. 1984
Answer: C

15. Which country gained Independence in 2006?
A. Sudan  
B. Nigeria  
C. Morocco  
D. Montenegro
Answer: D

16. South Sudan got Independence in which year?
A. 2001  
B. 2004  
C. 2009  
D. 2011
Answer: D

17. Which country gained Independence in 1945?
A. Chile  
B. China  
C. Sri Lanka  
D. Indonesia
18. Zimbabwe got Independence in .................

Answer: B

19. .................... country got Independence in 1948
A. Burunei  B. Malaysia  C. Myanmar  D. Colombia

Answer: C

20. ......................... was the first black republic in the world
A. Mali  B. Haiti  C. Egypt  D. Kenya

Answer: B

21. Who was the first President of USA ?

Answer: D

22. The UNO came into existance in which year ?

Answer: A
23. The Statue of Liberty of New York was a gift from which country?
A. Japan  
B. Egypt  
C. Russia  
D. France

Answer: D

24. Japan allied with which country in the first World War?
A. China  
B. France  
C. Russia  
D. Germany

Answer: D

25. King Leopold was from .................
A. Chile  
B. Brazil  
C. Belgium  
D. Thailand

Answer: B

26. Adolf Hitler was also known as ....................
A. Tiny  
B. Dino  
C. Fuhrer  
D. Man of steel

Answer: C

27. The earlier name of Zaire was
A. Congo  
B. Czech  
C. Columbia  
D. Domininca

Answer: A

28. Adolf Hitler was the dictator of which of the following country?
A. Canada  
B. America  
C. Australia  
D. Germany
29. Battle of Britain was fought between German and Britain in
A. 1935
B. 1940
C. 1945
D. 1950
Answer: B

30. A political leader Napoleon Bonaparte belongs to which country?
A. China
B. Russia
C. France
D. England
Answer: C

31. In which year America got Independence from England?
A. 1676
B. 1776
C. 1876
D. 1976
Answer: B

32. The 25th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall is observed in _________
A. 2010
B. 2012
C. 2014
D. 2016
Answer: C

33. “All powers to the Soviets” is the slogan given by whom?
A. Adolf Hitler
B. Vladimir Putin
C. Vladimir Lenin
D. Ronald Reagan
Answer: C
34. In which year Soviet Russia introduced the New Economic Policy (NEP)?
A. 1911  B. 1921  C. 1931  D. 1941
Answer: B

35. The Taiping Rebellion is a civil war related with which country?
A. USA  B. China  C. Russia  D. England
Answer: B

36. Who is also known as ‘The Scourge of God’?
A. Ellac  B. Julius Caesar  C. Prince Csaba  D. Attila the Hun
Answer: D

37. Who is the first Western explorer to reach China?
A. Marco Polo  B. John Smith  C. Hernan Cortes  D. Christopher Columbus
Answer: A

38. The Hundred Years’ War is the long conflict between England & France during which periods?
A. 1237 to 1336  B. 1337 to 1453  C. 1456 to 1535  D. 1780 to 1879
Answer: B

39. In the world history, The Magna Carta is associated with
A. USA  B. Korea  C. England  D. Thailand
40. The Battle of Hastings was fought between which two countries?
A. France, USA  
B. USA, England  
C. Japan, Russia  
D. England, France
Answer: D

41. Who founded Istanbul?
A. Marco Polo  
B. Constantine I  
C. Vasco da Gama  
D. None of the above
Answer: B

42. What was the nickname of King Charlemagne?
A. Man of Peace  
B. Warrior Scholar  
C. Ruler of the World  
D. None of the above
Answer: B

43. Who built the Hanging Gardens of Babylon?
A. St. Thomas  
B. Julius Caesar  
C. King Nebuchadnezzar  
D. None of the above
Answer: C

44. Which king was first addressed as ‘Your Majesty’?
A. Akbar  
B. Louis  
C. Victoria  
D. Henry VIII
Answer: D
45. Great Bath is associated with
A. Roman Civilisation  B. Egyptian Civilization
C. Indus Valley Civilization  D. None of the above
Answer: C

46. The Declaration of Independence of the American Colonies was adopted by the Continental Congress on 4 July, 1776 at
A. Chicago  B. New York
C. Philadelphia  D. Washington D.C
Answer: C

47. Which monarch called himself as the Second Alexander?
A. Akbar  B. Ashoka
C. Samudragupta  D. Ala-ud-din Khilji
Answer: D

48. Name the first king in the world who introduced prohibition?
A. Akbar  B. Ashoka
C. Tippu Sultan  D. Raja Raja Cholan
Answer: B

49. Treaty of Versailles was drawn up in 1919 between _____ and the Allied Powers.
A. India  B. Japan
C. Russia  D. Germany
Answer: D

50. Which country is called Constitution Research Society?
A. Greece  B. France
C. Vatican  D. England
51. Who was the first popular-elected president of Russia?
   A. Lenin  
   B. Gorbachev  
   C. Boris Yeltsin  
   D. Vladimir Putin  
   Answer: C

52. The original home of the gypsies was
   A. India  
   B. Egypt  
   C. Persia  
   D. Russia  
   Answer: A

53. The slogan “No taxation without representation” was raised during the
   A. French Revolution  
   B. Russian Revolution  
   C. Indian Freedom Struggle  
   D. American War of Independence  
   Answer: D

54. ‘War of the Pacific’ is fought by _____ with Peru and Bolivia.
   A. Chile  
   B. Uruguay  
   C. Paraguay  
   D. None of these  
   Answer: A

55. Fabian socialism emerged first in
   A. India  
   B. Russia  
   C. Germany  
   D. Great Britain  
   Answer: D
56. When did the Second World War end?
A. 1941  B. 1944
C. 1945  D. 1948
Answer: C

57. Saint Simon, Charles Fourier and Robert Owen were
A. Early Socialist  B. Portuguese Navigator
C. Renaissances artists  D. Activities in the American war of independence
Answer: A

58. The Boston Tea Party took place in
A. 1771  B. 1772
C. 1773  D. 1774
Answer: C

59. Who was the Head of the provincial government of Russia in 1917 ?
A. Nicolas II  B. Kerensky
C. Leon Trotsky  D. Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
Answer: C

60. Which of the following was the main feature of European Renaissance ?
A. Position  B. Spread of Christianity outside Europe
C. Domination of the Church and religion  D. It brought back the classic ideals in literature, painting and architecture
Answer: D

61. Renaissance started first in
A. Italy  B. Russia
62. The Last Supper, a famous renaissance painting was a master piece of
A. Titian  B. Raphael
C. Michael Angelo  D. Leonardo da Vinci
Answer: D

63. With which of the following is the term Liberty, Equality and Fraternity associated?
A. Olympic Games  B. French Revolution
C. Russian Revolution  D. Industrial Revolution
Answer: B

64. The author of the American Declaration of Independence was
A. Jefferson  B. Lafayette
C. Thomas Paine  D. George Washington
Answer: A

65. Which of the following events symbolized the fall of autocracy during the course of French Revolution?
A. Execution of the King and Queen  B. The fall of Bastille on 14th July, 1789
C. Mass execution by the guillotine in 1792  D. The meeting of the state's General on 17th June, 1789
Answer: B

66. Which style of painting was used by early renaissance artists?
A. Gothic  B. Catholic Art
C. Greco-Roman  D. Portuguese Navigator
67. The Industrial Revolution in the last quarter of the eighteenth century in England first affected the
A. Shipping Industry  
B. Coal mining industry  
C. Iron and steel industry  
D. Cotton textiles industry  
Answer: D

68. Which year is associated with the outbreak of world war II?
A. 1935  
B. 1936  
C. 1937  
D. 1938  
Answer: A

69. Who among the following commanded the American force during American war of independence?
A. Hamilton  
B. Thomas Jefferson  
C. George Washington  
D. Theodore Roosevelt  
Answer: C

70. Among the four political parties listed below, which one was the last to be formed?
A. The Democratic Party in U.S.A  
B. The Indian National Congress  
C. The Conservative Party in Britain  
D. The Republican Party in the U.S.A  
Answer: B

71. The ideas of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity were Emphasized by
A. Hobbs  
B. Locke  
C. Rousseau  
D. Montesquieu  
Answer: C
72. Who among the following were known as physiocrates at the time of French Revolution?
   A. Economist  B. The Clergy  C. The Nobility  D. Medical Professionals
   Answer: A

73. The Industrial Revolution first took place in
   A. France  B. England  C. America  D. Germany
   Answer: B

74. Guernica, the world famous painting was painted by
   A. Picasso  B. Van Gogh  C. Michelangelo  D. Leonardo-da-Vinci
   Answer: A

75. The author of the New Deal was
   A. President John Kennedy  B. President Woodrow Wilson  C. President Theodore Roosevelt  D. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
   Answer: D

76. The book Social Contract was written by
   A. Voltaire  B. Diderot  C. Aristotle  D. Rousseau
   Answer: D

77. The Renaissance scientist who explained how planets moved around the sun was
   A. Kepler  B. Rabelais  C. Gutenberg  D. Francis Bacon
78. Whose model is based on the Mandate of Heaven?
A. Li Ling  
B. Ban Gu  
C. Sima Qian  
D. Qin Shi Huang  

Answer: C

79. Who is the founder of Greek historiography?
A. Aristotle  
B. Herodotus  
C. Thucydides  
D. Hippocrates  

Answer: B

80. Who is the author of "The History of the World-Conquerer"?
A. John Andrew Boyle  
B. Gustaf John Ramstedt  
C. Annemarie Schimmel  
D. Clifford Edmund Bosworth  

Answer: A

81. Who discovered Troy?
A. Homer  
B. Arthur Evans  
C. Frank Calvert  
D. Heinrich Schliemann  

Answer: D

82. Who was the first to distinguish between cause and immediate origins of an event?
A. Plutarch  
B. Pericles  
C. Herodotus  
D. Thucydides  

Answer: D
83. Who is the author of “From the Founding of the City”?
A. Livy  B. Cicero
C. Sallust  D. Polybius

Answer: A

84. The Peloponnesian War was fought between which cities?
A. Sparta and Athens  B. Carthage and Athens
C. Sparta and Carthage  D. Athens and Macedonia

Answer: A

85. When were ancient Olympic games held first?
A. 775 BC  B. 776 BC
C. 777 BC  D. 778 BC

Answer: B

86. Who is known as the father of Modern Medicine?
A. Euclid  B. Pythagoras
C. Hippocrates  D. Erastosthenes

Answer: C

87. When was ancient Rome founded?
A. 751 BC  B. 752 BC
C. 753 BC  D. 754 BC

Answer: C

88. Who was the founder of Buddhism?
A. Ananda  B. Devadatta
C. Mahakasyapa  D. Siddhartha Gautama
89. Who founded the Achaemenid Empire?
A. Darius I
B. Cambyses II
C. Cyrus the Great
D. Alexander the Great

Answer: C

90. Who is the father of Athenian democracy?
A. Draco
B. Hippias
C. Peisistratos
D. Cleisthenes

Answer: D

91. Who developed system ranks of binary patterns?
A. Pingala
B. Mahavira
C. Aryabhata
D. Baudhayana

Answer: A

92. When did Battle of Marathon take place?
A. 460 BC
B. 470 BC
C. 480 BC
D. 490 BC

Answer: D

93. Who defeated Darius III in the Battle of Gaugamela?
A. Aristotle
B. Julius Caesar
C. Napoleon Bonaparte
D. Alexander the Great

Answer: D
94. Who founded the philosophy of Stoicism in Athens?
A. Epictetus  
B. Cleanthes  
C. Chrysippus  
D. Zeno of Citium  

Answer: D

95. When was the construction of Great Wall of China started?
A. 221 BC  
B. 231 BC  
C. 241 BC  
D. 251 BC  

Answer: A

96. Who was the founder of the Satavahana dynasty?
A. Simuka  
B. Nahapana  
C. Deimachus  
D. Gautamiputra Satakarni  

Answer: A

97. Who defeated Hannibal at Battle of Zama?
A. Hasdrubal  
B. Cato the Elder  
C. Scipio Africanus  
D. Scipio Aemilianus  

Answer: C

98. Who officially instituted the first system of imperial examinations in China?
A. Wei Qing  
B. Han Wu Di  
C. Huo Qubing  
D. None of the above  

Answer: B

99. Who murdered Julius Caesar?
A. Pompey  
B. Augustus  
C. Mark Antony  
D. Marcus Brutus  


100. When was “The Communist Manifesto” written?
A. 1845  
B. 1848  
C. 1851  
D. 1855  

Answer: B

Answer: D